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1 Introdution

Motivated by the suess of Japanese manufaturers suh as Toyota, many �rms have

introdued �Japanese�-style prourement praties in an e�ort to boost operational

e�ieny.

1

Under the Japanese system, buyer-seller relationships are haraterized by

joint learning and information sharing, and buyers motivate sellers to maintain produt

quality by ommitting to long-run purhases at a prie above sellers' osts. Under the

opposing �Amerian� system, by ontrast, buyers hoose the lowest-ost seller for eah

order via ompetitive bidding, and low quality is deterred via ostly inspetion.

Given the inreasingly global nature of �rms' supply hains (Baldwin and Lopez-

Gonzalez 2013), trade barriers represent a potentially important � yet under-studied �

onsideration in the formation of buyer-seller relationships. Indeed, if buyer and seller

are loated in di�erent ountries, the possibility of a trade war may prevent foreign

sellers from entering into the sort of long-term relationships with domesti buyers that

haraterize the Japanese system. To the extent that this disinentive to adopting

the Japanese system prevents redutions in buyers' inventory and prourement osts,

e�ieny may su�er.

In this paper, we examine the role of trade poliy in �rms' seletion of proure-

ment systems. We propose a theoretial model in whih redutions in the probability

of a trade war inrease �rms' inentives to swith from Amerian- to Japanese-style

prourement. Empirially, we show that a shift in U.S. trade poliy that permanently

normalized trade relations between the United States and China oinides with hanges

in the pattern of U.S. �rms' imports from Chinese suppliers along the lines suggested

by the model.

Our theoretial analysis is built around the framework introdued by Taylor and

Wiggins (1997), who demonstrate that beause of the �xed ost of inspetion in the

Amerian system and the need for repeated payment of premia in the Japanese system,

shipments between seller and buyer are optimally smaller and more frequent � i.e., more

�just-in-time� � under the Japanese model. We extend Taylor and Wiggins (1997) to a

setting in whih a buyer purhases inputs from a foreign supplier. We assign exogenous

beliefs about the probability of a prohibitive inrease in import tari�s (i.e., a trade

war as in Ossa 2014) to both parties, and demonstrate that the lower the probability

1

This movement is doumented in a series of studies. See, for example, O'Neal (1989), Heide and

John (1990), Lyons et al. (1990), Dyer and Ouhi (1993), Han et al. (1993), Helper and Sako (1995)

and Liker and Choi (2004). We follow Taylor and Wiggins (1997) in using the term prourement to

refer to the struturing of purhases � in our ase, imports � over time.
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assigned by the seller to a trade war, the more likely Japanese- versus Amerian-style

prourement is to be adopted. The intuition for this result is straightforward: the

lower the probability of a trade war, the greater the seller's on�dene that a long-

term relationship with a buyer an be sustained. This inreased on�dene lengthens

the time horizon over whih the seller expets to ollet prie premia in a long-term

relationship with the buyer, driving down the premium needed on eah shipment to

enfore honesty and thereby the relative ost of the Japanese system ompared to the

Amerian system.

The model guides our empirial analysis of the impat of the United States' Otober

2000 granting of permanent Normal Trade Relations (PNTR) to China on U.S.-China

trade. Conferral of PNTR was a non-traditional trade liberalization in that it did not

hange the atual import tari�s the United States applied to Chinese goods. Instead, it

ruled out the possibility of tari� inreases to potentially prohibitive levels. Spei�ally,

while U.S. imports from China had been subjet to the relatively low NTR tari� rates

reserved for WTO members sine 1980, ontinued aess to these low rates required

annual renewals that were unertain and politially ontentious. Absent these renewals,

U.S. import tari�s on Chinese goods would jump to the non-NTR tari� rates assigned

to non-market eonomies originally established under the Smoot-Hawley Tari� At of

1930. By permanently setting U.S. duties on Chinese imports to NTR levels, PNTR

may have enouraged U.S. importers and Chinese exporters to to adopt Japanese-style

prourement, partiularly for produts with high gaps between non-NTR and NTR

tari� rates.

2

Our empirial analysis uses transation-level U.S. import data to estimate the ef-

fet of PNTR on several measures of prourement that apture di�erenes between

the Amerian and Japanese systems, inluding average shipment size, frequeny and

prie. We employ a triple di�erene-in-di�erenes identi�ation strategy that exploits

variation in the gap between non-NTR and NTR rates to assess whether U.S.-China

importer-exporter-produt prourement patterns hange relative to imports from ex-

porters in other ountries (�rst di�erene) after the hange in U.S. poliy is imple-

mented (seond di�erene) in produts with higher NTR gaps (third di�erene).

3

For

2

Piere and Shott (2015) show that PNTR oinided with sharp inreases in U.S. imports from

China, as well as the number of U.S. and Chinese �rms engaged in U.S.-China trade.

3

In our model, seller and buyer trade a single produt, so the probability of a trade war and the

probability the seller-buyer relationship ends are the same. Our empirial analysis, on the other hand,

examines �rms trading a wide range of produts subjet to varying inreases in tari�s in the event of

a failed annual renewal prior to PNTR.
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eah prourement measure, we ompare outomes within a series of inreasingly broad

bins: within importer-exporter-produt triplets, within importer-produt pairs, and

within produts.

Consistent with the model's preditions, we �nd that PNTR is assoiated with a

shift towards Japanese-style prourement for U.S.-China relationships, and that this

shift is more pronouned for produts where the hange in poliy is more binding,

namely those with larger NTR gaps. In the preferred, within importer-exporter-

produt spei�ation, our results suggest that a one standard deviation inrease in

the gap between non-NTR and NTR tari� rates is assoiated with a relative deline in

average shipment quantity of 13 perent and an inrease in average shipment prie of

4 perent. Via the lens of the model, the estimated redution in average shipment size

implies a ommensurate redution in inventory osts.

To our knowledge this is the �rst paper to model the relationship between proure-

ment and trade poliy.

4

The model we develop also provides an alternate perspetive

on the large literature examining ontratual fritions in international trade (see the

survey by Antras and Helpman 2008). A reent working paper P�ueger and Kukharsky

(2010), for example, suggests the problem of hold-up on the deision to outsoure may

be solved by relationship formation, i.e., the sharing of long-term gains in a repeated

game from a sustained relationship. Here, we examine how long-term, �Japanese� re-

lationships an overome fritions assoiated with guaranteeing the provision of high-

quality inputs. One attrative feature of our approah is that it yields preditions

regarding shipment patterns that an be tested using transation-level trade data.

More broadly, our analysis ontributes to several literatures in eonomis and op-

erations researh. Our linking of a hange in trade poliy to �rm import patterns joins

a growing number of papers examining the various impats of spei� trade poliies on

�rm and aggregate outomes (see the survey by Goldberg and Pavnik 2015). We also

ontribute to researh examining the behavior of importers (e.g., Blaum et al. 2015),

the impliations of trade wars (e.g. Ossa 2014), information fritions in international

trade (e.g., Cristea 2011) and trade poliy unertainty (e.g., Handley 2014).

The remainder of this paper proeeds as follows. Setion 2 outlines our theoretial

model. Setion 3 desribes the data used in our empirial analysis. Setions 3.2 and

4 ontain our empirial analysis. Setion 5 onludes. An online appendix ontains

additional results.

4

Prourement within ountries is a subjet of onsiderable researh in the industrial organization

literature. See, for example, Tadelis and Zettelmeyer (2015), Ciala (2015) and Bajari et al. (2014).
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2 Theoretial Model

This setion develops a model of optimal prourement when buyer and seller are loated

in di�erent ountries. We start with the framework developed by Taylor and Wiggins

(1997) � hereafter TW � in whih buyers solve a quality ontrol problem with respet

to their inputs using one of two prourement strategies. Under the �Amerian� system,

buyers use ompetitive bidding to selet the lowest-ost supplier for eah shipment,

and use the threat of inspetion to deter provision of low quality goods. Under the

�Japanese� system, buyers inentivize honesty by purhasing exlusively from a single

seller and inde�nitely paying this seller a premium over her �xed and variable osts.

TW onsider a setup in whih a buyer has a �xed prourement need for a single

good, and faes the problem of determining the optimal prourement pattern. They

demonstrate that shipments under the Amerian system are larger and less frequent

than under the Japanese system for two reasons. First, the �xed osts assoiated with

inspetion under the Amerian System enourage buyers to minimize the number of

orders. Seond, sellers under the Japanese system have an inentive to order more

frequently as a way of minimizing the payo� to a deviating seller.

Given these distortions, both the Japanese and Amerian systems are more ostly

than the �rst best, where sellers supply high-quality inputs without need for threat or

inentive. TW show that while Amerian and Japanese prourement may o-exist as

loal solutions to the buyer's quality-ontrol problem, the global optimum depends on

the ratio of the seller's �xed ost of produing eah shipment to the buyer's �xed ost

of inspeting eah shipment. Intuitively, the lower the ratio of these �xed osts, the

heaper the Japanese system and the more likely it is to be embraed.

We generalize TW to allow for exogenous beliefs about hanges in the expeted level

of buyer-ountry import tari�s as well as expliit inventory osts. We then demonstrate

that eliminating the possibility of a trade war provides a seller with a greater inentive

to adopt Japanese-style prourement by reduing her e�etive disount rate. This in

turn redues inventory osts. The model yields empirial preditions that we examine

in Setion 4.

2.1 The Setting

Over time interval ∆t a �buyer� (B) uses total inputs q purhased from a �seller� (S).

Without loss of generality, we normalize ∆t = 1, e.g., 1 year. The buyer reeives his
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inputs in a series of symmetri shipments of size x. As a result, there are q/x shipments

during eah time interval, eah arriving ∆t/(q/x) = x/q time intervals apart. During

the �order yle� between eah shipment, the buyer's inventory falls from x to 0. This

setting is desribed visually in Figure 1, where s = 1, 2, ...q/x indexes the shipments

during eah time interval ∆t and t = {1, 2, ...} indexes time intervals.

The exogenous interest rate over time interval ∆t is r, so that the disount rate

between orders is rx/q. Let h = r/q. With ontinuous disounting, the disount rate

between shipments is δ(x) =
(

e−hx
)

. If w(x) denotes the ost of eah shipment (i.e.,

eah bath x), the present value of an order plaed T = ts+ s shipments in the future

is δ(x)Tw(x) =
(

e−hx
)T

w(x).

Let θ ∈ {θ, θ̄} index the low or high quality of the input produed by the seller.

The buyer requires high quality, e.g., an aeptably low defet rate among the units

shipped.

5

The seller's problem is to determine whether to provide high- or low-quality

goods for eah shipment sent to the buyer.

The buyer an inspet eah shipment at ost m per shipment before aepting and

paying for it. Let α be the probability that suh an inspetion ours. If the buyer

hooses to inspet and the quality is low, the relationship is terminated and the seller

reeives no payment from the buyer. We assume that goods are spei� to the buyer,

so that the seller annot sell them to an alternative partner. Furthermore, if the seller

ships low-quality goods her reputation is harmed and she is exluded from the market

forever. If the buyer does not inspet, the order is aepted and the seller is paid. If

the order subsequently turns out to be of low quality, the relationship is terminated.

In that ase, the buyer annot reover payment from the seller but an substitute

ontemporaneous and future orders from an alternate seller. Here, too, a seller found

shipping low quality is exluded from the market forever.

6

TW do not onsider inventory osts expliitly. Here, we assume that the instanta-

neous inventory ost inreases with quality θ and that it is proportional to the inventory

utilization rate,

5

In an extension of their basi setup, TW onsider the output market into whih buyers sell and

have buyers hoose the optimal level of θ. They show that for h su�iently small, the optimal level

of quality under both the Japanese and Amerian systems is arbitrarily lose to the �rst best optimal

level of quality.

6

This assumption is a simpli�ation. In pratie, pratitioners of Japanese prourement tend to

redue orders to suppliers that ship sub-standard goods but do not eliminate them unless violations

are egregious or not orreted. See, for example, Liker and Choi (2004).
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vθ
(x− qz)

x
, (1)

where v is an exogenous onstant and z ∈ [0, x/q] denotes a time within an order yle.

With this formulation, total inventory osts over an order yle are

ˆ x/q

0

vθ
(x− qz)

x
dz =

vθx

2q
. (2)

These osts inrease with order size x beause larger, less frequent orders inrease

the amount of time inventories remain loser to apaity. Smaller, more frequent

shipments, by ontrast, redue inventory osts by inreasing the speed of inventory

throughput relative to apaity. We assume inventory osts for a given order are paid

upon aeptane of an order, so the net present ost of storing an order purhased T

shipments in the future is

δ(x)T
vθx

2q
. (3)

As inventory osts over an order yle are a funtion of the time between shipments

(x/q), hanges in that interval are diretly proportional to hanges in inventory osts

if inventory holding osts and the ost of produing quality remain onstant.

2.2 The Seller's Problem

A seller produes bathes of quantity x with variable ost θ and �xed ost f per bath,

where f enompasses the �xed ost of both setting up and delivering a prodution

run.

7

The seller reeives order value wi (x, θ) per shipment, where i indiates whether

the payment is under an Amerian or Japanese system. We assume the seller does not

have any bargaining power and �lls an order only if she at least breaks even,

wi(x, θ) ≥ f + θx. (4)

We assume free trade between the buyer's and seller's ountries, but that a trade

war is possible. In the event of a trade war, the import tari� on the input rises enough

to sever existing buyer-seller relationships between the a�eted ountries.

8

The seller's

7

Thus, we ignore any transportation osts whih depend on shipment size or value. We note that

unertainty over these osts may also inhibit the formation of long-term relationships.

8

We provide a miro-foundation for this belief in Setion A of the online appendix. Reent researh

(Ossa 2014) indiates that the optimal tari�s ountries might set in the event of a trade war are
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exogenous belief about the probability of ontinued peaeful trade, and therefore that

the relationship will ontinue, is 0 < ρS < 1.9 The seller's disount fator for an order

plaed T time intervals in the future is δS(x)
T
, where the subsript indiates that this

is potentially spei� to the seller. Given that the stationary environment desribed

above (and summarized in Figure 1) implies a ontinuous repetition of order yles

over time, the net present value to the seller of supplying shipments of x to the buyer

as T → ∞ is

wi(x, θ)− f − xθ

1− δS(x)ρS
. (5)

As a result, the seller ships high quality (θ = θ̄) if and only if expression 5 is at least

as great as the one-time pro�t from heating by supplying low quality (θ = θ), i.e.,

wi(x, θ̄)− f − xθ̄

1− δS(x)ρS
≥ (1− α)w(x, θ̄)− f − xθ. (6)

As this expression makes lear, dereases in shipment size x, as well as inreases in the

seller's belief about ontinued trade peae, ρS, raise the seller's disount fator, δS(x)ρS,

thereby strengthening the seller's inentive to provide high-quality shipments.

10

2.3 The Buyer's Problem

The buyer hooses to ondut prourement either under the Amerian (A) or the

Japanese (J) system. Under the Amerian system, buyers selet the lowest ost supplier

and use inspetions to deter heating. To simplify the problem we assume buyers under

the Amerian system always inspet while buyers in the Japanese system never inspet,

so that αA = 1 and αJ = 0.11 In that ase, under the Amerian system, the seller just

breaks even on eah shipment,

wA(x, θ̄) = f + θ̄x. (7)

substantial, averaging 63 perent worldwide.

9

The model onsiders trade in a single produt. An alternate interpretation of ρS that brings the

model loser to our data analysis below is that it re�ets both the probability of a trade war (whih

is the same for all produts) and the subsequent rise in tari�s (whih might vary aross produts) for

the partiular good being traded. The probability of breakup is rising in the latter.

10

An alternative approah to inorporating trade poliy unertainty would be to inlude exogenous

parameter kS as part of the disount rate, e.g., δS(x) = e−hx+kS
.

11

TW show that optimal inspetion under the Amerian system is a funtion of shipment size and

quality, α∗
A
= α(x, θ) > 0, while under the Japanese system inspetions do not our, α∗

J
= 0.
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As there is no expetation of a long-term relationship under the Amerian system, this

shipment value satis�es the seller's inentive ompatibility onstraint (equation 6).

Under the Japanese system, buyers obtain seller honesty through repeat purhases

and by paying sellers a premium over their osts. The shipment value under the

Japanese system is

wJ(x, θ̄) = f + θ̄x+

(

1

δS(x)ρS
− 1

)

(θ̄ − θ)x. (8)

This equation holds with strit equality given the assumption that the buyer holds all

the bargaining power, but is still inentive ompatible for the seller. The third term

on the right hand side re�ets the premium over the shipment value paid under the

Amerian system, wA(x), that a buyer under the Japanese system pays to inentivize

the seller to sustain high quality over a long-term relationship. Intuitively, this premium

rises as the buyer's belief in trade peae, ρS, falls.

The buyer disounts future payments with disount fator δB(x) and assigns a prob-

ability (potentially di�erent from the seller), ρB, to the ontinuation of the relationship.

To simplify the analysis, we set ρB = 1 under the assumption that the buyer is able

to replae a lost relationship with an approximately equal relationship by swithing to

a di�erent ountry. Alternatively, U.S. buyers may be more on�dent about avoiding

trade wars beause they have more information about existing lobbying e�orts and

poliy praties ompared to foreign partners.

Inluding inventory osts, the net present ost to the i = A, J buyer of ontinual

ordering under the two systems is then

Ci =
wi(x, θ̄) + αim

1− δB(x)ρB
+

vθ̄x

2q (1− δB(x)ρB)
, (9)

wherem is the �xed ost of inspeting a shipment and αi is the probability of inspetion.

The buyer under eah prourement system hooses the optimal order size x∗

i to

minimize equation (9),

x∗

i = argmin

(

wi(x, θ̄) + αim

1− δB(x)ρB
+

vθ̄x

2q (1− δB(x)ρB)

)

. (10)

The tradeo� assoiated with hoosing lower- versus higher-frequeny prourement an

be seen by setting the �rst order ondition for this problem to zero, yielding

9



1

1− δB(x)ρB

(

w′

i(x, θ̄) +
vθ̄

2q

)

=
−δ′B(x)kB

(1− δB(x)ρB)
2

(

wi(x, θ̄) + αim+
vθ̄x

2q

)

. (11)

where,

w′

i(x, θ̄) =







θ̄ if i = A

θ̄ +
(

1
δS(x)ρS

− 1
)

(θ̄ − θ)− δ′
S
(x)

δS(x)2ρS
(θ̄ − θ)x if i = J

(12)

The left hand side of equation (11) represents the disounted value of higher osts

assoiated with a small inrease in order size (i.e., a small derease in order frequeny).

The right hand side measures the savings from an inreased disount fator due to

spaing orders further apart in time. Note that �xed order osts, f � a parameter of

wi(x, θ̄) � and m, appear only on the right hand side of the expression: the higher

these osts, the greater the bene�t of raising order size (i.e., a small derease in order

frequeny).

2.4 Numerial Solutions

In this setion we report numerial solutions of the model to provide intuition for its key

relationships and to motivate the empirial analysis in Setion 4. We provide analyti

solutions for some of these relationships in the next setion. Unless otherwise noted,

numerial solutions assume the baseline parameters listed in Table 1.

Figure 2 shows that the overall ost of the Japanese system falls with the seller's

probability of trade peae (ρS). The intuition for this relationship is straightforward:

as ρS rises, Japanese sellers require less ompensation to refrain from providing low

quality goods, driving overall osts lower. Two other features of Figure 2 are worth

noting. First, it shows that even if ρS = 1 the ost of the Japanese system does not drop

to that of the �rst-best (FB) senario, where neither inspetion nor payment premia

are required to deter provision of low-quality goods.

12

The reason for this outome is

that even when trade peae is assured, the seller must be ompensated for disounting

if, as is the ase here, r > 0. Seond, Figure 2 reveals that beyond some threshold level

for ρS, whih we denote ρSwitch
S (arbitrarily equal to 0.91 in the �gure), the ost of the

12

Optimal order size is independent of k under both the Amerian system and the �rst-best senario.

We solve for the xFB
as x∗

A
onditional on the �xed inspetion ost (m) being zero.

10



Japanese system drops below that of the Amerian system. At that point, buyer and

seller swith from the Amerian to the Japanese system.

The left and right panels of Figure 3 demonstrate that the optimal shipment size

under the Japanese system rises with the seller's probability of trade peae (ρS), while

the optimal shipment prie, wJ(x, θ̄)/x
∗

J , falls. The deline in order prie as ρS rises

re�ets the just-noted drop in the seller's rent. Given that deline, the buyer shifts

towards larger and less frequent shipments to redue payment of �xed osts.

The key relationships for our empirial analysis, however, ome from joint onsid-

eration of Figures 2 and 3. Together, they reveal that if an inrease in the probability

of trade peae auses ρS to jump from below ρSwitch
S to above this level, observed order

size falls and observed order prie rises as buyer and seller swith from the Amerian

to the Japanese system, i.e., from the solid blak lines in the �gure to the dashed blue

lines. This impliation of the model allows us to distinguish empirially between a

hange within a given prourement system and a swith of systems. The empirial

results reported in Setion 4 are onsistent with PNTR leading to a swith to the

Japanese system in U.S.-China prourement.

Figure 4 reveals that the optimal order size under both systems inreases with the

seller's �xed ost f , while the optimal order size in the Amerian system inreases

with per-shipment inspetion ost m. In both ases, buyers seek to minimize inurring

larger �xed osts by reduing shipments, thereby inreasing order size.

Finally, Figure 5 shows that optimal order size under both the Amerian and

Japanese systems delines with the marginal osts of high quality (θ) and inventory (v).

As the ost to produe high quality rises, buyers have an inentive to push purhases

further into the future via more frequent, smaller orders. When inventory osts are

high, buyers eonomize on inventory osts by ordering more frequently.

2.5 Analyti Solutions

This setion makes use of additional simplifying assumptions to derive a series of ana-

lytial impliations from the model. In partiular, we seek to relate redutions in the

probability of a trade war � i.e., U.S. onferral of PNTR on China � to a swith from

Amerian- to Japanese-style prourement.

We shut down the hannel by whih hanges in shipment size (and therefore fre-

queny) a�et sellers' inentives to heat by assuming for the seller that hx → 0, so

11



that δS(x) = e−hx → 1.13 Our interpretation of this assumption is that sellers are

more about the likelihood that their relationship with the buyer might be broken by

trade poliy than they do about the interest rate.

14

As in our numerial solutions, we

set θ = 0.

With these assumptions, we solve for x∗

i using the same Padé approximation of

δB(x) employed by TW, i.e., δB(x) =
2−hx
2+hx

.

15

Substituting equations (7) and (8) into

equation (11), we �nd optimal order sizes

x∗

i =







√

2q(f+m)

γrθ̄
if i = A

√

2qf
λrθ̄

if i = J
(13)

where γ ≡ 1 + v
2q

< 1
ρS

+ v
2q

≡ λ.

This result yields two propositions whih highlight the key di�erenes between the

two systems.

Proposition 1. In the Japanese system order sizes are smaller (and therefore more

frequent) than in the Amerian system.

Proof. This result follows diretly from equation (13).

With the optimal order sizes in hand, it is easy to order ompare shipment unit

values, wi(x)/x, under the two systems.

Proposition 2. All else equal, shipment unit values are greater under the Japanese

system than under the Amerian system, w∗

J(x, θ̄)/x
∗

J > w∗

A(x, θ̄)/x
∗

A.

Proof. From Proposition 1 we have x∗

J < x∗

A. Therefore, beause 0 < ρ < 1, w∗

J(x, θ̄)/x
∗

J =
1
ρ
θ̄ + f

x∗

J

> θ̄ + f
x∗

A

= w∗

A(x, θ̄)/x
∗

A.

Buyers under the Japanese system pay a premium for smaller, more frequent orders

ompared to the Amerian system in order to inentivize the provision of high quality

inputs.

In our empirial analysis, we are able to ompare the prourement patterns of buyers

and sellers trading at arm's length versus those of related parties.

16

We onjeture that

13

TW assume δ(x) → 1 for both buyer and seller for muh of their analysis.

14

The interest rate beomes more important as kS → 1, i.e., as our model onverges to that of TW.

15

As noted in TW footnote 17 (and Judd 1997), the Padé expansion is more onvenient and often

more aurate for obtaining losed-form solutions than a Taylor-series expansion.

16

By law, U.S. import transations are de�ned to be between related parties if either party owns,

ontrols or holds voting power equivalent to 6 perent of the outstanding voting stok or shares of the

other organization (see Setion 402(e) of the Tari� At of 1930).

12



the latter require neither inspetions nor order value premia to solve the quality-ontrol

problem. As a result, related parties' prourement patterns may orrespond to those

of the �rst-best.

Proposition 3. The �rst-best order size is xFB =
√

2qf
γrθ̄

.

Proof. Intuitively, as is evident from examination of equation (13), this is tantamount

to ρS → 1 under the Japanese system and m = 0 under the Amerian system.

17

For

ρs < 1, x∗

J < xFB
beause smaller orders redue the gain to the seller from heating on

a partiular order.

18

. Here, as in TW, x∗

A > xFB > x∗

J if ρs < 1.

We now turn to a key result of the model, the extent to whih the probability of

trade peae in�uenes adoption of the Amerian versus Japanese systems. The buyer

adopts the system that minimizes the osts of prourement. For the Japanese system,

we substitute the optimal order size x∗

J into the ost funtion from equation (9) to

obtain the net present value, CJ ,

CJ =

(

√

2rλθ̄f/q + rf/q
)(

√

2rλθ̄f/q + 2λθ̄
)√

2

4(r/q)
√

rλθf/q
. (14)

Lemma 1. The ost of the Japanese system stritly dereases as ρS rises and ap-

proahes in�nity as ρS → 0 .

Proof. Substitute λ = 1
ρS

+ 1
2
v
q
and take the derivative with respet to ρS to obtain

∂CJ

∂ρS
= −





(

fhρSq +
√
ρSv + 2q

√

θ̄fρSqh
)√

θ̄

h3/2
√
ρSv + 2q

√
fρ

5/2
S

√
q



 < 0 (15)

limit
ρS→0

Costs Japanese System = ∞ (16)

For the Amerian system, substitute the optimal order size x∗

A into the ost funtion

to obtain the long run expeted osts

17

As kS → 1, the disount rate beomes more important than the probability of trade peae, whih

is more onsistent with the losed-eonomy version of the model developed by TW. In our setup, it is

plausible to think that kS an never atually equal 1, i.e., there is always some possibility of a trade

war ourring, however small it is.

18

To the extent the seller ares about disounting, x∗
J
also is below xFB

beause smaller orders raise

the net present value of future orders via the disount rate.
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CA =

(√
2
√

hγθ̄ (f +m) + hf +mh
)(√

2
√

hθ̄γ (f +m) + 2γθ̄
)√

2

4h
√

γhθ̄ (f +m)
. (17)

Lemma 2. The ost of the Amerian system inreases in the �xed inspetion ost m.

Proof. Take the derivative of the ost with respet to m to obtain

∂CA

∂m
=

1

2

(

γ
√
2θ̄ +

√

γhθ̄ (f +m)
√

hθ̄γ (f +m)

)

> 0. (18)

Proposition 4. For a �nite m>0, there exists a unique ρSwitch
S suh that if ρS <

ρSwitch
S the buyer adopts the Amerian system and if ρS > ρSwitch

S the buyer adopts the

Japanese system. Furthermore, as suggested by Proposition 3, if ρS → 1 and m = 0,

then the �rm is indi�erent between the two systems.

Proof. Let △C(kS, m) = CA − CJ . Substitute m = 0 and ρS = 1 to show that

△C(1, 0) = 0. Given Lemma 2 this means that △C(1, m > 0) > 0. By Lemma

1 we have that

∂△C(1,m>0)
∂ρS

< 0 and lim
ρ→0

△C(1, m > 0) = −∞. Therefore, for any

�nite m > 0, there must be a unique ρSwitch
S suh that △C(ρS < ρSwitch

S , m) < 0 and

△C(ρS > ρSwitch
S , m) > 0.

With an inrease in ρS, the seller is more on�dent about the relationship ontinu-

ing, so adoption of the Japanese system beomes more likely. In the extreme, if ρS = 1

and m > 0, all �rms adopt the Japanese system. This result mirrors the numerial

solution displayed in Figure 3.

As noted in the previous setion, we use this impliation of the model to motivate

an empirial analysis of whether a substantial, exogenous shok to the ontinuation

probability ρS (i.e., PNTR) an ause a shift to Japanese prourement (i.e., inreased

order frequeny and prie, smaller order size). We expet these hanges to be larger

for relationships enompassing goods where the hange in the ontinuation probability

is the most pronouned.

14



3 Transation-Level U.S. Import Data

3.1 Desription

We use transation-level U.S. import data from the U.S. Census Bureau to identify

the international prourement patterns of U.S.-based importing �rms. The Bureau's

Longitudinal Foreign Trade Transation Database (LFTTD) traks every U.S. import

transation from 1992 to 2011. Data available inlude the dates the shipment left

the exporting ountry and arrived in the United States, identi�ers for the U.S. and

foreign �rm onduting the trade and whether they are related or at arm's length, the

transation value and quantity, a ten-digit Harmonized System (HS) ode lassifying

the produt traded, and the ountry of origin of the exporter.

19

We re�ne the data as follows. First, we drop all transations that are warehouse

entries, so that our dataset represents all imports used for onsumption. Seond, we

remove all transations that do not inlude an importer identi�er, an exporter identi�er,

an HS ode, a value, a quantity or a valid transation date. Third, we use the proedure

suggested by Piere and Shott (2012) to reate time-onsistent HS odes, and orret

an inonsisteny in U.S. importing �rms' identi�ation odes over time by mapping

�rms in the LFTTD into the Longitudinal Business Database (LBD) and using the

identi�ers in the latter.

20

Fourth, we de�ate transation values using the quarterly

GDP de�ator from the FRED database maintained by the Federal Reserve Bank of

Saint Louis. Finally, we ollapse the re�ned version of the data by U.S. importer (m),

foreign exporter (x), origin ountry (c), week the export left the foreign ountry (w)

and ten-digit Harmonized System produt ategory.

3.2 Arm's-Length versus Related-Party Shipments

We summarize the importer-exporter-produt relationships observed in the data along

several dimensions relevant to the model presented in the previous setion. After

exluding triplets with just a single shipment, we ompute the total shipment value

19

As noted above, import transations are de�ned to be between related parties if either party owns,

ontrols or holds voting power equivalent to 6 perent of the outstanding voting stok or shares of the

other organization. We lassify observations with a missing related party identi�er as related. For

further information on the LFTTD, see Bernard, Jensen and Shott (2009) and Kamal, Krizan and

Monarh (2015).

20

The inonsisteny arises due to a hange in single-unit �rms' identi�ation odes in 2002. We

drop observations for invalid exporter identi�ers, e.g., those that do not begin with a letter (it should

start with the ountry name) or that have fewer than the requisite number of haraters.

15



aross the relationship (V aluemxh), the total length of the relationship in terms of the

number of weeks between the �rst and last observed shipment (Lengthmxh) and the

total number of weeks in whih a shipment ours (Shipmentsmxh) during the length

of the relationship. We note that lengthmxh is potentially subjet to both left and right

ensoring.

The averages and standard deviations of these attributes are reported in Table

2, where the left panel ontains results for arm's-length (AL) relationships and the

right panel shows results for related-party (RP) relationships.

21

These unonditional

omparisons reveal three trends. First, AL relationships are smaller in terms of overall

value traded and number of shipments reeived, and more short-lived in terms of their

overall length ompared to related-party relationships. Seond, individual shipments

within AL relationships also appear smaller and more frequent than RP shipments

in terms of average value per shipment and length per shipment. Finally, the large

standard deviations reported in the table indiate that attributes of both arm's-length

and related-party relationships exhibit substantial variation aross all dimensions of

ativity.

A more formal omparison of AL and RP that ontrols for variation in the variation

in the types of produts and relationships they enompass is ahieved via the following

OLS spei�ation,

ln(Y mxhcp) =β0 + β11{RPmxhc = 1}+ β2ln(Total V aluemxcht) (19)

+ δmch + δt + δl + ǫmxhct

where m, x, c, h and t index U.S. importers, foreign exporters, origin ountry, ten-

digit HS produts and years. The regression sample is restrited to importer-exporter-

produt triplets that have at least two transations in eah mxhct bin and that engage

solely in arm's length or solely in related-party (RP ) transations over the full 1992 to

2011 sample period. Y mxhct represents one of three attributes: V PSmxcht, the average

value per shipment in the bin; QPSmxcht, the average quantity per shipment in the bin;

andWBSmxcht, the average weeks between shipments in the bin. The indiator variable

1{RPmxhc = 1} distinguishes arm's-length from related parties, and TotalV aluemxcht

21

Results for AL relationships are restrited to relationships that never report an RP shipment.

Results for RP relationships enompass all other relationships. We do not summarize the pries of

AL vs RP relationships due to the potential in�uene of transfer priing (see Bernard et al. 2006).
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aounts for the total value of shipments in the bin. By inluding this variable we

ompare AL relationships with RP relationships importing the same total value in the

same year. Importer-produt-ountry, year and relationship-length �xed e�ets are

represented by δmhc, δt and δl, where δl ategorizes relationships with lengths from 1 to

6 years plus a �nal ategory of 7-or-more years. The oe�ient of interest is β1, whih

estimates the relative di�erene between related and arm's-length prourement in log

points.

Results for β1 and β2 are reported in Table 3, where eah olumn ontains the

regression for a di�erent relationship attribute. As indiated by the negative and

statistially signi�ant point estimates in the �rst two olumns of the table, onditional

on prouring the same total value, related parties use smaller shipments and order more

frequently than arm's-length parties within the noted �xed-e�et dimensions. The -

0.04 and -0.18 point estimates for β1 reported in the �rst two olumns of the table

indiate that average shipment size in terms of value and quantity for related parties

are approximately 4 and 18 perent lower ompared to an arm's-length relationship

of the same size. Results in the �nal olumn of the table indiate that related-party

shipments arrive approximately 4 perent more frequently than arm's length shipments.

One explanation for the more just-in-time nature of RP transations is that RP

relationships approximate the �rst best senario disussed in Setion 2, i.e., that they

re�et the fat that AL relationships are predominantly Amerian. This explanation

is onsistent with the fat that AL relationships tend to be short-lived vis a vis RP

relationships.

4 Prourement and PNTR

The numerial and analyti results in Setion 2 indiate that an inrease in the seller's

belief in peaeful trade an indue buyer and seller to swith from the Amerian to the

Japanese system. In this setion, we examine the relationship between the U.S. grant-

ing of PNTR to China in Otober 2000 � whih substantially redued the possibility

of a trade-war-like hike in U.S. import tari�s on Chinese goods � and several out-

ome variables that apture prourement di�erenes between Amerian and Japanese

prourement. We �rst explain our identi�ation strategy and then present the results.

17



4.1 Empirial Strategy

U.S. imports from non-market eonomies suh as China are subjet to non-NTR tari�

rates originally set under the Smoot-Hawley Tari� At of 1930. These rates are often

substantially larger than the NTR rates the U.S. o�ers fellow members of the World

Trade Organization (WTO). The U.S. Trade At of 1974 allows the President to grant

NTR tari� rates to non-market eonomies on an annually renewable basis subjet to

Congressional approval, and U.S. Presidents began granting suh a waiver to China in

1980. While these waivers kept the atual tari� rates applied to Chinese goods low,

the need for annual approval by Congress reated unertainty about whether the low

tari�s would ontinue, partiularly during the 1990s.

The U.S. Congress passed a bill granting China permanent NTR (PNTR) status in

Otober 2000, whih was implemented on January 1, 2002 as part of China's entry into

the WTO in Deember 2001. By eliminating the threat of sudden spikes in U.S. import

tari�s on Chinese goods, this hange in U.S. poliy likely enouraged greater adoption

of Japanese-style prourement between U.S. importers and Chinese exporters. Via the

lens of the model developed in Setion 2, this enouragement was stronger for �rms

trading produts with relatively large NTR gaps, as the probability that a U.S. buyer

would abandon a Chinese seller in the event of a failed annual renewal would be higher

in these produts.

We de�ne the NTR gap for eight-digit HS import produt h as the di�erene be-

tween non-NTR and NTR rates,

NTR Gaph = Non NTR Rateh −NTR Rateh, (20)

using ad valorem tari� rates provided by Feenstra, Romalis and Shott (2002) for

1999, the year before passage of PNTR in the United States.

22

As indiated in Figure

6, these gaps vary widely aross produts, and have a mean and standard deviation of

0.32 and 0.23. Our identi�ation strategy exploits this variation in the NTR gap to

determine whether U.S.-China prourement patterns hange relative to prourement

patterns with exporters from other soure ountries (�rst di�erene) after the hange

in U.S. poliy is implemented (seond di�erene) in industries with higher NTR gaps

(third di�erene). The last di�erene aptures the fat that industries with larger

22

While U.S. tari�s are set at the level of eight-digit HS produts, we observe trade at the ten-

digit HS level. In our empirial work, we therefore math eah ten-digit HS produt with the tari�

assoiated with its �rst eight digits.
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NTR gaps experiene a larger inrease in the relationship ontinuation probability

than industries with smaller gaps. We expet the largest shifts toward Japanese-style

prourement after PNTR to our in U.S. imports of high-gap produts from China.

4.2 Estimation Results

We analyze the relationship between PNTR and prourement patterns within inreas-

ingly broad bins aross three spei�ations.

Our �rst, preferred spei�ation ompares shipments within importer-exporter-

produt triplets aross two symmetri time intervals around the hange in U.S. trade

poliy, p ∈ {Pre, Post},

ln(Y mxhcp) =β0 + β11{p = Post} ∗ 1{c = China} ∗NTRGapp + γχmxchp (21)

+ β2ln(Total V aluemxhcp) + λmxh + λc + λp + ǫmxhcp

where subsripts m, x, h and p index U.S. importers, exporters from ountry c, ten-

digit HS produts and time period. The regression sample onsists of all shipments

by �always-arm's-length� parties, i.e., parties that engage solely in arm's length trans-

ations over the entire 1992 to 2011 sample period, so long as there is at least one

shipment in eah period. Periods are one of two distint �ve-year windows around

2001, either 1995 to 2000 (pre period) or 2002 to 2007 (post period).

Y mxhcp represents one of several attributes of shipment patterns within an mxhcp

bin deemed relevant by the model developed in Setion 2: WBSmxhcp is the average

number of weeks between shipments, V PSmxhcp is the average value per shipment,

QPSmxhcp is the average quantity per shipment, Pricemxhcp is the average unit value

per shipment, and Lengthmxhcp is the average length in weeks of the importer-exporter-

produt relationships appearing within the mxhcp bin.23 The matrix χmxhcp represents

the full set of interations of the NTR gap, the post dummy variable (1{p = Post}) and
the China dummy variable (1{c = China}) required to identify β1. TotalV aluemxhcp is

the total value of all shipments ourring within the mxhcp bin; its inlusion aounts

for the varying sale of imports aross bins. Relationship (mxh), ountry and period

�xed e�ets are represented by δh, δc and δp. The di�erene-in-di�erenes oe�ient

23

The length of eah relationship is de�ned as the number of weeks between the �rst observed

transation during the period and the last observed transation during the period.
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of interest, β1, measures the log di�erene in ativity for shipments from China versus

other ountries after the hange in U.S. poliy versus before for produts with higher

versus lower NTR gaps. From the model presented in Setion 2, we expet β1 < 0 for

V PSmxhcp, QPSmxhcp and WBSmxhcp, and β1 > 0 for Pricemxhcp and Lengthmxhcp if

PNTR indued a swith from the Amerian to the Japanese system.

The seond spei�ation ignores exporter identity and analyzes shipments within

importer-produts aross periods,

ln(Y mhcp) =β0 + β11{p = Post} ∗ 1{c = China} ∗NTRGapp + γχmhcp (22)

+ β2ln(Total V aluemhcp) + δmh + δc + δp + ǫmhcp

Here, too, the regression sample inludes all shipments by �always-arm's-length� parties

so long as there is at least one shipment for eah mhcp bin. After the prourement

attributes are omputed, the mxhcp data are ollapsed to the mhcp level so that there

is one observation � the average � in the regression for eah mhcp bin.

Our �nal spei�ation ignores both importer and exporter identity and analyzes

shipments within produts aross periods,

ln(Y hcp) =β0 + β11{p = Post} ∗ 1{c = China} ∗NTRGaph + γχhcp (23)

+ β2ln(Total V aluehcp) + δh + δc + δp + ǫhcp

As above, we require at least one shipment within eah hcp bin, and the data are

ollapsed to the hcp level after the prourement attributes are omputed.

Results for the �rst, seond and third spei�ations are reported in the orrespond-

ing three olumns of Table 4, where eah row reports the estimated DID term oe�ient

and standard error for a di�erent relationship attribute. Starting with the preferred,

within-mxh results reported in olumn 1, we �nd that all estimates of β1 are onsistent

with a swith towards Japanese prourement: point estimates for value per shipment,

quantity per shipment and weeks between shipments are all negative, though statisti-

ally signi�ant only for the �rst two, while they are positive and statistially signi�ant

for shipment prie and overall length. In terms of eonomi signi�ane, these results

imply that a one standard deviation inrease in the NTR gap (0.23) is assoiated with

relative delines in shipment value and shipment quantity of 1.6 and 3.0 perent after
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the hange in U.S. poliy. Shipment prie and relationship length, by ontrast, rise

by 0.9 and 2.3 perent, respetively. Through the lens of our model, the deline in

shipment quantity implies a ommensurate drop in inventory osts.

Comparison of the within-relationship results in olumn 1 with the within-produt

results in olumn 3 provides further intuition for our theoretial framework. For exam-

ple, the relatively large (in absolute terms) DID point estimates for V PShcp, WBShcp

and Lengthhcp re�ets the fat that the hange in U.S. poliy gave rise to many new

relationships. Sine many of these relationships involved �rms that had not imported

from China before (see Piere and Shott 2015), it is unsurprising that they were

short-lived and perhaps enompass smaller, trial-size shipments.

5 Conlusion

This paper analyzes the impat of trade poliy on �rms' prourement patterns. We

develop a theoretial model in whih �rms' hoie of how to struture shipments along

a supply hain responds to their beliefs regarding the probability of ontinued peaeful

trade. This model reveals that redutions in the likelihood of a trade war an allow do-

mesti buyers to redue inventory osts by forming long-term, just-in-time relationships

with foreign sellers.

We examine the model's impliations empirially by estimating the e�et of the

U.S. granting of Permanent Normal Trade Relations � whih substantially redued the

possibility of a U.S.-China trade war � on the prourement patterns of U.S.-based �rms.

Using transation-level U.S. import data and a triple di�erene-in-di�erenes spei�a-

tion, we show that PNTR is assoiated with a movement toward more Japanese-style

prourement along the lines suggested by the model.

The results suggest that an important but under-examined aspet of trade agree-

ments in a world with already low tari�s may be their a�et on relationship formation.

That is, trade agreements promoting institutions whih allow �rms to develop more

stable relationships may give rise to an additional soure of welfare gains from trade

assoiated with reduing inventory and monitoring osts.

24

The extent to whih suh

gains are smaller or larger than those that allow �rms better aess to ontrat en-

forement or dispute resolution is an interesting area for further researh.

24

Indeed, improving the e�ieny of trade relationships is a goal of the reent WTO agreement on

trade failitation. See https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/minist_e/m9_e/desi36_e.htm.
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Table 1: Default Parameters for Numerial Solutions

Baseline

Buyer, Seller Continuation Probability (kB, kS) (1, 0.99)

Inventory Cost (v) 0.02

Order Quantity (q) 0.02

Interest Rate (r) 0.02

Low, High Quality (θ, θ̄) (0, 0.02)

Seller Fixed Cost (f) 0.01

Buyer Inspetion Cost (m) 0.02
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Table 3: Related-Party versus Arm's Length Transations
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x

0

t=2

Notes:  Buyer uses inputs purchased from a seller at rate q over each time interval, e.g., t=0 to 
t=1. There are s={1,2,..q/x} shipments of size x per time interval, each arriving x/q time intervals 
apart. Between each shipment, the buyer’s inventory falls from x to 0.

Time

Buyer 
Inventory

t=0

x/q
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t=1

Figure 1: Model Setup

Figure 2: Overall Cost vs Continuation Probability (k)

Figure 3: Order Size and Prie vs Continuation Probability (k)
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Figure 4: Order Size vs Fixed Costs (f,m)

Figure 5: Order Size vs Variable Costs (θ̄, v)
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Appendix

A Miro-foundation for ρS

In Setion 2.2 of the main text, we assume that in the event of a trade war, the

import tari� on the produt the buyer imports from the seller rises to a prohibitive

level, with the result that the buyer-seller relationship is severed. In this setion, to

provide a loser link between the model and our empirial analysis, we o�er a short

miro-foundation for the seller's belief kS about the probability that the relationship

will ontinue that is a funtion of the hange in tari�s and therefore produt-spei�.

Assume that the initial ad valorem import tari� on the traded input, τ0, is equal to

zero, but rises to τTW > 0 in the event of a trade war. In that ase, the buyer may seek

an alternate seller from another ountry. Let the di�erene in the net present value for

the buyer thereafter souring q from this alternate seller be

NPV (q)Seller −NPV (q)Alternative. (A.1)

We assume the seller does not know the value of the seond term and therefore treats

it as a random variable ǫ, where ǫ is independent of the true probability of a trade war,

(1-π). The seller's probability that the relationship with the buyer ontinues in any

period, ρS, is then

ρS = (1− π)P (ǫ > (1 + τTW )NPV (q)Alternate) + πP (ǫ > NPV (q)Alternate). (A.2)

Given that P (ǫ > (1 + τTW )NPV (q)Alternate) < P (ǫ > NPV (q)Alternate), ρS dereases

with the true probability of a trade war, 1− π, as well as the trade-war tari�, τTW . In

our empirial analysis, we interpret τTW as the NTR gap. In that ase, in the event

of a trade war, buyer-seller relationships oriented around a partiular produt are less

likely to survive the higher that produt's spike in tari�s . We note that in this setup,

the the ontinuation probability, ρS, is independent of the buyer's hoie of optimal

order size, onsistent with the idea that the buyer is true to his ommitment.
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B Additional Analyti Propositions

This setion highlights additional impliations of the simpli�ed model disussed in

Setion 2.5.

Proposition 5. Under both the Amerian and Japanese prourement systems, optimal

order size rises (optimal frequeny falls) with an inrease in �xed prodution ost f and

dereases in variable ost θ̄ or inventory ost v. Under the Japanese sytem, optimal

order size rises (optimal frequeny falls) with an inrease in the ontinuation probability

kS. Under the Amerian sytem, optimal order size rises (optimal frequeny falls) with

an inrease in order inspetion osts m.

Proof. It is straightforward to show that

∂x∗

J

∂λ
< 0, ∂λ

∂ρ
< 0 and

x∗

J

x∗

A

=
√

γf
λ(f+m)

< 1

In order to see the intuition behind this, hold the disount rate �xed, and assume

that the variable ost to produe high quality θ̄ or inventory variable ost v falls. This

lowers the present value of variable order osts relative to �xed order osts. In that

ase, buyers redue order frequeny to raise variable order osts at the expense of

osts of lower disounted future order osts. Likewise, holding the disount rate �xed,

an inrease in the �xed order ost f raises disounted future �xed order osts. The

buyer therefore balanes the inrease in �xed order osts by inreasing lowering order

frequeny. The ontinuation probability kS a�ets order size only under the Japanese

system. An inrease in kS lowers the inentive premium the buyer pays the seller in

eah order yle. At a given disount rate, this redues the variable disounted order

osts and buyers inrease shipment sizes and redue order frequenies to re-optimize

on order osts.

Proposition 6. (i) An inrease in the probability of peaeful trade ρS raises order size

(lowers order frequeny) in the Japanese system relative to the Amerian System; (ii)

the greater the inventory ost v the less elasti are relative order size (and relative order

frequeny) with respet to a hange in ρS; and (iii) variable and �xed prodution and

delivery osts do not a�et the elastiity of relative order size (or shipping frequeny)

with respet to ρS.

Proof. The elastiity of relative order size with respet to kS,
d(x∗

J
/x∗

A)/ρS
dρS/(x∗

J
/x∗

A)
is ǫ ≡

q
(ρSv+2q)ρS

>0.
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This proposition summarizes the impat of a swith from the Amerian to the

Japanese system due to an exogenous deline in the seller's pereived probability of

a trade war . As a result of suh a swith, order size falls and shipping frequeny

rises, with the magnitude of these hanges falling in the inventory ost v. Combined

with proposition 1 this implies that those �rms that had the lowest order frequenies

before the inrease in the ontinuation will swith to the Japanese system and see an

inrease in order frequenies, while those �rms with the highest order frequenies and

are already in a Japanese style ontrat will see a derease in the order frequeny.

Proposition 7. Under both the Amerian system and the Japanese system, order unit

values inrease in �xed ost f , variable prodution ost θ̄, and variable inventory ost

v. Under the Amerian system, they also inrease in the �xed inspetion ost m. In

the Japanese system, they derease as the probability of trade peae ρS inreases.

Proof. Substitute the optimal shipping quantities x∗

Jand x∗

Ainto the order unit values

and take the derivatives with respet to the appropriate parameters.

Within relationships already organized aording to the Japanese system, a rise

in the probability of peaeful trade indues a deline in order unit value. Within

relationships previously organized aording to the Amerian system, however, a rise in

the probability of peaeful trade indues a rise in the order unit value if the relationship

swithes to the Japanese system. Again, this is similar as above. It suggests a non-

linearity in the dependent variable. The higher order values see a derease (those are

Japanese before the liberalization) and the lowest unit values see an inrease (those

are amerian but may swith to Japanese.)

Proposition 8. An inrease in the inspetion ost m will lower the uto� ρ∗S at whih

point the buyer swithes from the Amerian to the Japanese system.

Proof. For any given value of m, ρ∗S is the uto� suh that △C(ρ∗S, m) = 0, where the

buyer is just indi�erent between the two systems. Apply the impliit funtion theorem

to onsider only arm's length transations. show that

∂ρ(m)∗

∂m
= −

∂△(ρS ,m)
∂m

∂△(ρS ,m)
∂ρS

= −1

2





(

√

(2q + v) (f +m) rθ̄ + 2qθ̄ + θ̄v
)

rρ
5/2
S

√

(ρSv + 2q) f

q
√

(f +m) (2q + v)
(

frρS +
√

(ρSv + 2q) fρSrθ̄
)

θ̄



 < 0

(A.3)
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For a given inrease in the probability of trade peae ρS, a buyer under the Amerian

prourement system with a high m is more likely to swith to the Japanese system.
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